
Editor’s Stop Press Note, Saturday June 25: At
press time Parliament has just risen after sitting since
Thursday morning, for a record 58 continuous hours. The
opposition’s filibuster of the government’s draconian
legislation to end Canada Post’s lock-out of postal workers
ended with a Conservative majority vote (158 to 113),
passing Bill C6. The Conservatives blocked a dozen
amendments proposed by NDP, Liberals and Bloc
Québecois. 

The filibuster allowed postal workers time to discuss
amendments, which would make Bill C6 less punitive to
Canada Post employees, with representatives of the
Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service and Labour
Minister Lisa Raitt. As late as Saturday CUPW met twice
with Canada Post. Despite CUPW modifiying  its
position, the negotiations were unsuccessful. The union
reported that Canada Post remained as intransigent as it
has been since the lock-out and introduction of the back-
to-work legislation. 

W
hen I headed to work on Thursday, I came
prepared—based on the rumours circulating—
with toiletries and a blackberry recharger cord.

I walked into Centre Block at 10am and, unimaginably,
only stepped out into the open air Saturday evening at
8:30pm. Unlike other parties, able to share the work of
ensuring their party was always present, I managed to be
in my chair for 58 hours, apart from a 3 hour nap on a
bench. During that time, I voted on the key motions, gave
two full speeches, made a point of order (a real one) plus
asking ten or so questions. I also tried twisting arms in
corridors. 

It is now hard to believe that my swearing in was less
than a month ago and even harder to believe that this
session of Parliament has only been sitting for 14 working
days, (before the last three). The first ‘full’ week, we

adjourned early for the Conservative Convention. Last
week we adjourned early for the NDP Convention. 

Over the course of these first 14 days I have been
shocked by how often I am the only MP on a number of
issues to question the government, to read all the
legislation, to stand up and vote against the government’s
plans. I expected to be one of many, but that has not been
the case.

I do not understand, for example, why the NDP closed
ranks with the Harper government to vote to continue
bombing Libya. The Liberals and the Bloc also voted to
extend the mission. The forced (whipped) vote meant that
Members of Parliament who agreed with me were forced
by the party bosses to vote to continue military action.
Thus, the vote to continue the mission was 294-1. Thanks
to voters in Saanich–Gulf Islands, the 70% of Canadians
who did not want the mission to continue had one MP to
vote with them. 

Even more bizarre was the ‘unanimous consent’ to pass
changes to the Criminal Code to deal with so-called ‘mega-
trails.’ These are those very expensive and complicated
trials with multiple defendants, usually involved in
organized crime or terrorist activity. The bill had been
introduced in fall 2010 but never made it to committee. It
had never had a single day of hearings, but all the party
bosses had ok’d a fast-track process to pass the legislation in
a matter of minutes. 

‘Unanimous consent’ does not require any vote. No bells
ring to notify members of a call to vote. And it also does not
require asking all MPs if they consent. The measures can be
brought in when there are about 30 MPs in the House and
if no one objects, the government has unanimous consent.
Luckily I found out about this got in my objection. While I
support the goal of streamlining process for these trials to
reduce the lag-time to justice and reduce the costs, I could
not in good conscience support a bill that had never had a
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single day of hearings, nor consulted a single expert. So I
denied my consent. 

The initial reaction was to try to paint me as someone
who had never read the bill or who supported Hells Angels.
The minister of Justice from Quebec came to Ottawa to
twist my arm. The release of 31 Hell’s Angels from jail in
Quebec due to court delays had made this bill an urgent
matter (not that passing it would get 31 Hells Angels back
into jail). I told the Quebec Minister I would be happy with
expedited hearings to get the bill passed. The federal Justice
Minister agreed to hold hearings and I agreed as long as we
could get amendments. 

By now, I had consulted leading criminal lawyer Clayton
Ruby, who agreed it needed some changes. As well, former
justice minister and Liberal MP, the brilliant Irwin Cotler,
noticed the bill lacked a definition section and realized the
complex mega-trial procedure could be applied to regular
trials. So I felt pretty sure the hearings would allow for the few
gaps to be filled and unnecessary infringements on rights to
be fixed. 

On Tuesday, the hearings forced by my vote took place.
The Canadian Bar Association brief said the bill as drafted
would not meet its goals. Even a Justice Department
prosecutor showed up to point out the bill needed a key
amendment to clarify appeal rights.

As an MP, not a member of the committee, I had a right to
sit at the table, but in order to ask a question or speak, the
chair asked for committee members to agree. The NDP and
Conservative members said ‘no.’ Only the one Liberal said I
should be allowed to talk. The excuse was that they had to go
through clause by clause in a hurry. I kept trying to raise
points, but the NDP and Conservatives would not allow me to

utter a syllable. So the bill was rammed through, no changes
allowed. They finished so fast (starting at 9am with witnesses
and done by 10:30am), there was time left and they allowed
me to speak. I urged them to return to this bill in the fall and
pass the needed amendments. A Conservative MP
interrupted me to say it was ‘egregious’ that an observer
should attack the committee’s decisions and that he would
not agree to me ever speaking in this committee again. 

Another stunner in the last few weeks was the treatment
of $30 billion in main and supplementary estimates. In
another ‘time saving’ measure, the Conservative, NDP,
Liberal and Bloc leadership all agreed to agree that the
estimates would be deemed to have gone to committee and
studied and deemed to have been reported to the House by
Thursday of last week. This was done by ‘unanimous
consent.’ I didn’t even know it had happened until it was too
late. I went to the clerk to ask how it had happened and
discovered the call for consent occurred at 4pm on June 3,
within an hour of the Speech from the Throne. Usually, no
serious business transpires in those few minutes. I had been
in the foyer doing media interviews responding to the
government’s agenda. 

I can say, as a positive piece of news, that the level of
decorum is improving. There is still some heckling, but they
have not heckled me, at least so far! And I did hold a
welcome party for all newly elected MPs from every party
and it went very well. I am trying as best I can to break
down partisanship. By the fall, I hope to have an all-party
women’s caucus established and an all-party climate
caucus. I have quite a few MPs from all parties ready to get
engaged on those two groups of concerned MPs. 0
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